
MULTIPLE LEVELS
OF REPAIR

                               One of the hallmarks ofthe Persystent Suite  self-healing process is 

                               the control applied to the width and depth of what parts of the 

                               operating system are automatically corrected back to an approved 

ideal state upon reboot. Based on requirements such as corporate policies, regulatory 

compliance, multi-user access and best practices, this setting changes from company 

to company, but also can be easily modified for various sub-groups within each

organization.

The multiple level of repair control is part of Persystent Suite’s proprietary self-healing 

capability. This brings a device back to the last know ideal state. in seconds.

MAINTAINING CONTROL OF THE

REPAIR/RECOVERY PROCESS. 
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www.utopicsoftware.com

  

   

Provides the flexibility to self-heal 

Persystent Suite provides 3 basic levels of repair 

point control: High, Medium and Low. A device 

will repair on every boot if it is assigned a

Low/Medium/High repair policy. To support an

ON-DEMAND protocol, the system can also be 

set to No Repair and repairs can be initiated 

remotely by a help desk technician.

CONTACT US TO SCHEDULE A DEMO
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Multiple levels of repair provide flexibility for 

all situations and compliance needs

   

Apply levels to individual machines, defined 
user groups or entire environment

Customize specific files and folders to be 
exempt from change/reversion

Never touches/affects user data or files

Affects operating system files and/or 
application files

Repairs not rolled back to Day Zero, but to last
approved image/repair point

Repairs user errors, malware infections,
misconfigurations and catastrophic failures  
without need to reimage.

On-demand repair or routinely scheduled
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THREE LEVELS OF
REPAIR POINT CONTROL
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Utopic’s Persystent Suites provides 3 basic levels of repair point 
control: High, Medium and Low. A device will repair on every 
boot if  it is assigned a Low/Medium/High level repair policy. 
However, an individual device (or group) can be assigned 
a “No Repair” setting to support an on-demand repair policy. 
This way, IT administration can control if and when a device 
needs to be returned to the last repair point.  In fact, best 
practices suggest that repair should be implemented on 
demand rather that upon every reboot in order to maintain 
the continuous integrity of the permitted updates and 
allowable changes to the image assigned to that specific device.

When engaged to self-heal, Persystent always repairs the registry files (except for the keys excluded in filters). 
During boot up (after the BIOS loads), the process reapplies the approved image and the Repair Exempt filter. 
This way, any specific file and setting, such as Virus Definition Files, can be appropriately preserved. One of the 
chief benefits of the Persystent self-healing process is that the device is not being reset to a Zero-day state, but 
rather the last approved repair point. The repair process only affects operating system and application files.
The user’s data and files are not touched.  A user profile is only impacted at the highest level of repair.

Further control of the repair process is evidenced by the flexibility of changing settings. The centralized WebUI
 allows IT administrators to change the repair levels against any individual or group at any time. This is done by 
          simply adjusting the policy setting.  
          This includes adding or modifying 
          excluded files or other policies that can
          be applied to a named group of  devices
          (i.e. identified by a characteristics like
          location, department, function or 
          permission etc…)  or defined by an 
          event (i.e., updates, public daily usage 
          by multiple users). The policies can be 
          extended to when returns to ideal state 
          can be scheduled and enforced.

Persystent's automated self-healing simplifies the restoration and recovery process. Persystent gets users 
back up and running in seconds without manual intervention. It effectively removes the need to re-image a 
PC. It quickly and effectively resolves break/fix issues, OS corruption including malware, mis-configuration, 
or application drift, degraded and poor PC performance, unsanctioned changes OR catastrophic hard drive 
failure
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Persystent’s three Levels of Repair

 

Low Level Repair 
 •  Repairs any operating system or application files that are either modified or deleted back to the 
    repair point state. 
 •  Deletes any new files/folders added in operating system and application folders. 
 •  User profiles are left intact. All change in the user’s profile are preserved and not repaired. 
 •  Any new files/folders created at the root of C:\ will be left intact. 

Medium Level Repair 
 •  Repairs any operating system and application files that are either modified or deleted back to the 
    repair point state. 
 •  Deletes any new files/folders added in operating system or application folders. 
 •  User profiles are left intact. All change in the user’s profile are preserved and not repaired. 
 •  Any new files/folders created at the root of C:\ are deleted. 

High Level Repair 
 •  Repairs any operating system or application files that are either modified or deleted back to the 
    repair point state. 
 •  Deletes any new files/folders added in operating system or application folders. 
 •  User profiles are deleted so that new user profiles will be created when a user logs on. 
 •  Any new files/folders created at the root of C:\ will be deleted. 

Protects OS
& Application Files

LOW 
LEVEL

REPAIR

MEDIUM
LEVEL

REPAIR

HIGH
LEVEL

REPAIR

Leaves User
Profiles and

User Settings
In-tact

Leave User Data 
at root of 

the C:\ intact
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How are the levels applied?: On-Demand Repair 

Which repair setting is best?
Each company has unique compliance, security, device performance and administrative needs. This is why 
settings can be adjusted to meet specific requirements. IT administrators can add various policies that control 
the ability to add or manipulate certain registry, files, and services. Many companies enforce a variety of direct 
and unique policies that apply to a selection of their diverse user profiles. Most organization use low and medium 
settings for individual PCs based  on the above noted considerations. High level repair settings are typically 
reserved for publically accessed devices, classroom, kiosk and other multi-user machines.

Who chooses the repair setting? 
You do. Persystent’s imaging capabilities facilitates the creation and management of an image. A snapshot of 
this image is reapplied during the reboot process.  

How often should a new repair point be created?  
Best practices dictate that a new repair point should be taken immediately after authorized changes are made 
to the system. This can be automatically scheduled and executed with Persystent Suite. This includes changes 
such as Windows Updates, key application updates, installation of new applications, installation of new devices, 
etc… This will preserve the authorized changes and ensure the integrity of the repair process. Many companies 
schedule updated images weekly on a weekly basis; typically after the application of “Patch Tuesday” or a similar 
coordinated event. With Persystent, the process is considerably faster in that an entire image is not recreated. The 
process only identifies and incorporates the changes since the last approved repair point.

Persystent manages the
Approved Ideal State 
as the Optimum Repair

Point.

User installs unauthorized
program,  reconfigures system 
or downloads security threat

Support is called. They
reboot the computer
remotely or by user

Prior to boot of OS, 
system  is brought back
to the Approved ideal
State...in 45 seconds!  
This hapens whether the 
PC is on or off the network.

File-based repair removes
Spyware, unauthorized
apps,  misconfigurations, etc..

Creates a detailed change
file report to ensure
compliance.

PC , once again, has a
healthy OS as it was
restored to previous 
state.. No reimaging
needed and users data 
remained untouched
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What exactly is repaired?

Depending on the level of control the self-healing applies corrective action against operating system 
and application files. However, this can be optionally expanded to include other files and folders that are 
not automatically part of the repair point by using our “Repair Point Include Filter” feature. The following 
is Persystent’s  default repair point listing: 

 Default on Windows Vista, Windows 7/8/8.1 
  C:\Bootmgr 
  C:\Bootsect.bak 

 Captured on Windows Vista/Windows 7/8/8.1 
  C:\Windows (Excluding C:\Windows\CSC) 
  C:\Program Files 
  C:\Program Files (x86)\ 
  C:\ProgramData 
  C:\Users\Public 
  C:\Users\Default 
  C:\Boot 
  C:\inetpub

 Default on Windows XP: 
  C:\boot.ini 
  C:\ntldr 
  C:\NTDETECT.COM 
  C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT 
  C:\IO.SYS 
  C:\MSDOS.SYS 
  C:\CONFIG.SYS 

 Captured on Windows XP: 
  C:\Windows (Excluding C:\Windows\CSC) 
  C:\Program Files 
  C:\Program Files (x86)\ 
  C:\Documents and Settings\All Users 
  C:\Documents and Settings\Default User 
  C:\Documents and Settings\LocalService 
  C:\Documents and Settings\NetworkService 
  C:\inetpub
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Why repair levels help compliance initiatives

Most regulatory compliance agencies and bodies demand similar levels of reporting with regard to 
demonstrating control over computing assets and data environment.  Being able to return to an
ideal state on demand and in near real time not only illustrates that control but the granular reporting 
against every change  and repaired file, registry and service provides auditors the  documented proof 
that an organization is working within compliance guidelines. The figure below is a real time snapshot
of a PC in pre-boot after a medium level self-healing repair.  Although this reporting box is typcially invisible
to the user, it lists all the repaired files. In this case it was an on-demand repair against a malware attack in  
which 350 files were adversely affected. Persystent was able to return the PC to it’s ideal state within 40 seconds.

The driving force behind Persystent’s multiple levels of repair is to allow for the maximum amount of 
control by IT while maintaining corporate standards of performance integrity. The flexibility of 
Persystent provides the right amount of protection, lifecycle expediency and compliance support for every 
machine under the enterprise umbrella.

With so many potential issues affecting critical systems, from user errors to malware infections to 
catastrophic failures (“blue screen of death’) IT departments constantly need to reimage machines from 
scratch or spend countless hours troubleshooting and repairing. The benefits of self-healing are obvious. It 
reduces helpdesk calls, promotes faster resolution of issues, eliminates the need for lengthy manual 
intervention, but most importantly it maintains a standard of performance through Persystent’s levels of 
repair. 
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